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(birds) 
2 

sparrow 
sheep duck crocodile bottle kingfisher 

(professionals) 
3. 

doctor 
child engineer man teacher friend 

(relatives) 
4 uncle brother grandfather sister crow mother 
Himalayas Tigris Alps Nanda Devi Narmada Nile (mountains) 5. Himalayas 

paper trousers computer pencil mobile phone (made of cloth) 
6. shirt 

noun world adjective class article adverb (a part of grammar) 7. noun world 

bicycle carrot table truck boat train (means of transport) 

9. hutch table den stable sty kennel (animal homes) 

10. history ship spoon science church file (subjects) 10. history

x Fill in the blanks with the names of the persons who do these things. 

Choose from the box. 

1 a person who sells flowers florist 
tailor 

2 a person who is in charge of a library brrarian 
pilot 3. a person who is in charge of a ship Captau 

captain 
4. a person who entertains in a circus clown author 
5. a person who studies the stars asnonomer clown 
6. a person who flies an aeroplane pilot potter 
7. a person who writes books author florist 

8. a person who stitches clothes tailan- chemist 

librarian9. a person who mends water pipes and taps plumber 
10. a person who makes things from clay potter plumber 

greengrocer 
11. a person who sells vegetables

astronomer
12. a person who sells medicines ChemisE

Nouns are of different kinds. Common nouns are names 
given in common to every person or thing of the same class or kind. 

EXAMPLES: Two birds were sitting on the wall. 
Mary had a little lamb. 

L. Fill in the blanks with the correct common nouns from the bracketsS.
1. We filled the. bottle with water. (battle/ bottle) 
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paper (paper/pepper)

2. The gift was wrapped in a sheet of pink. 

3. A monkay can climb trees quickly. 
(donkey / monkey) 

ate all the pieces of cheese. (house/ mouse) 

shap (ship/shop) 

boat can be paddled 
across a lake. (coat /boat) 

4. A 

5. The mouse 

6. T bought some sweets from the nearby. 

milk- 7. We get . 
from cows and buffaloes. (milk/ silk) 

petal-is a part of a flower. (petal / metal) 

9. Monica has done her . home work_ (shoelaces/ homework) 
8. A 

10. Look up the dickionan for the meaning of this word. (dictionary / atlas) 

11. The children put the letters in the Leten box (letterbox/ police station) 

12. The Wright brothers flew the first aoraplane- (aeroplane/ bus) 

13. A beaurr is a large animal. (bear / pear) 

14. There is a - of hot water in the kitchen. (pail / snail) 
Pai 

M. Fill in the blanks with common nouns from the box. 

1. a type of boat canoe 

Pach 

Cub 
2. a fruit bee 

cub 3. a baby lion 

skirt snail 

1eopad 
4. a creature with a shell 

5. a member of the cat family golf 

snail 6. a vessel for boiling water kttl2 
swan 7. something you wear shint 
gold 8. a musical instrument 

stars 9 a large water bird SwOn piano 
10. an insect bee peach 
11. a valuable metal 

canoe 
12. a sport 

house 
13. a place for keeping things Cupbo cnd kettle 
14. a place where we live leopard 
15. they twinkle in the sky at night cupboarc
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